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FRC-LCD ANTI-VANDAL



 

The FRC-LCD series of indoor enclosures provides protection against theft, vandalism and restrain access to 
buttons and devices. Protection is assured by an aluminium construction and abrasion resistant 
polycarbonate window. The whole series is vented and equipped with a fan to ensure proper air circulation. 
Easy to install, there is no need for additional hardware. The included monitor bracket is built to your 

or to any standard VESA display.

Features
- Touch compatible 
- Polycarbonate window 
- Compatible with any monitor 
- Built-in monitor and CPU mounts 
- Integrated power supply 

Colors
- Black, grey or white
- Custom colors upon request

ENLCD INDOOR ENCLOSURE
DESCRIPTION

FRC-LCD-15 Cover for 15" monitor, VESA

Cover for 20" monitor, VESA

FRC-LCD-17

FRC-LCD-20

Cover for 17" monitor, VESA

Cover for 24" monitor, VESAFRC-LCD-24

Cover for 32" monitor, VESAFRC-LCD-32

Cover for 37" monitor, VESAFRC-LCD-37

Cover for 40" monitor, VESAFRC-LCD-40

Cover for 42" monitor, VESAFRC-LCD-42

Cover for 46" monitor, VESAFRC-LCD-46

Cover for 47" monitor, VESAFRC-LCD-47

Cover for 60" monitor, VESAFRC-LCD-60

Cover for 65" monitor, VESAFRC-LCD-65

Cover for 70" monitor, VESAFRC-LCD-70

Cover for 50" monitor, VESAFRC-LCD-50

Cover for 55" monitor, VESAFRC-LCD-55

FRC-LCD-P15

FRC-LCD-P17

FRC-LCD-P20

FRC-LCD-P24

FRC-LCD-P32

FRC-LCD-P37

FRC-LCD-P40

FRC-LCD-P42

FRC-LCD-P46

FRC-LCD-P47

FRC-LCD-P60

FRC-LCD-P65

FRC-LCD-P70

Cover for 80" monitor, VESAFRC-LCD-80 FRC-LCD-P80

Cover for 98" monitor, VESAFRC-LCD-98 FRC-LCD-P98

FRC-LCD-P50

FRC-LCD-P55

LANDSCAPE ORIENTATION PORTRAIT ORIENTATION

Wall mount for FRC-LCD / FRC-LCD-PFSM-ENCO

Wall/ceiling mount for FRC-LCD / FRC-LCD-PFSP-ENCO

Pedestal base for FRC-LCD / FRC-LCD-PFSPED-LCD

FSM-ENCO-P

FSP-ENCO-P

FSPED-LCD-P



FRC-LCD-AG ANTI-GRIP



 

COVER NO GRIP
DESCRIPTION

Cover Anti Grip for 40" monitor, VESAFRC-LCD-40AG

Cover Anti Grip for 42" monitor, VESAFRC-LCD-42AG

Cover Anti Grip for 46" monitor, VESAFRC-LCD-46AG

Cover Anti Grip for 47" monitor, VESAFRC-LCD-47AG

Cover Anti Grip for 65" monitor, VESAFRC-LCD-65AG

Cover Anti Grip for 50" monitor, VESAFRC-LCD-50AG

Cover Anti Grip for 55" monitor, VESAFRC-LCD-55AG

FRC-LCD-P40AG

FRC-LCD-P42AG

Cover Anti Grip for 43" monitor, VESAFRC-LCD-43AG FRC-LCD-P43AG

FRC-LCD-P46AG

FRC-LCD-P47AG

Cover Anti Grip for 60" monitor, VESAFRC-LCD-60AG FRC-LCD-P60AG

FRC-LCD-P65AG

FRC-LCD-P50AG

FRC-LCD-P55AG

LANDSCAPE ORIENTATION PORTRAIT ORIENTATION

Features
- Brand Neutral (any brand monitor)
- Internal monitor and CPU mounting brackets
- Internal power bar
- Protective polycarbonate window
- +Grip resistant cover
- +Extra security screws
- +Tamper resistant intake stainless steel mesh

 
Colors
- Standard colour choices (black, grey or white)
- Optional custom colours

- Optional stainless steel faceplate

Additional security screws (top, bottom and side) have been installed for added security and a stainless steel 
mesh has been added internally to protect the cooling fans from being tampered with.  The FRC is made of 
sturdy aluminum, includes a shock-proof polycarbonate window and is easy to install.



FR-ENCO STAINLESS STEEL FACE PLATE



ENCOVER SERIES LCD INDOOR ENCLOSURE
DESCRIPTION

FR-ENCO-15 Encover for 15" monitor, VESA  

Encover for 20" monitor, VESA  

FR-ENCO-17

FR-ENCO-20

Encover for 17" monitor, VESA  

Encover for 24" monitor, VESA  FR-ENCO-24

Encover for 32" monitor, VESAFR-ENCO-32

Encover for 37" monitor, VESAFR-ENCO-37

Encover for 40" monitor, VESAFR-ENCO-40

Encover for 42" monitor, VESAFR-ENCO-42

Encover for 46" monitor, VESAFR-ENCO-46

Encover for 47" monitor, VESAFR-ENCO-47

Encover for 60" monitor, VESAFR-ENCO-60

Encover for 65" monitor, VESAFR-ENCO-65

Encover for 50" monitor, VESAFR-ENCO-50

Encover for 55" monitor, VESAFR-ENCO-55

FR-ENCO-P15

FR-ENCO-P17

FR-ENCO-P20

FR-ENCO-P24

FR-ENCO-P32

FR-ENCO-P37

FR-ENCO-P40

FR-ENCO-P42

Wall mount for FR-ENCO / FR-ENCO-PFSM-ENCO

Wall/ceiling mount for FR-ENCO / FR-ENCO-PFSP-ENCO

FSM-ENCO

FSP-ENCO

 

Stylish with stainless steel finish face plate. Ideal protection against vandalism and tampering. This 
protective enclosure is made of aluminum, it is lightweight and easy to install. It is equipped with a 
shock-proof polycarbonate glass and fan to ensure efficient air circulation. The monitor requires no 
additional hardware to mount the monitor within the enclosure and the enclosure can be mounted flush to 
the wall using the back panel of the FRC enclosure. However, if you want to mount with any standard VESA 
mount that can be done as well. Available in metallic grey, black or white (custom colors optional).

Features
- Polycarbonate window 
- Built-in monitor and CPU mounts 
- Compatible with any monitor 
- Stainless steel faceplate 
- Integrated power supply 

Colors
- Black, grey or white
- Custom colors upon request

LANDSCAPE ORIENTATION PORTRAIT ORIENTATION 

FR-ENCO-P46

FR-ENCO-P47

FR-ENCO-P60

FR-ENCO-P65

FR-ENCO-P50

FR-ENCO-P55



FR-LCD MOISTURE + DUSTPROOF



 

The FR-LCD series of indoor enclosures provides protection against theft, vandalism, dust and restrain access 
to buttons and devices. Protection is assured by an aluminium construction and abrasion resistant 
polycarbonate window. The whole series is vented and equipped with a fan to ensure proper air circulation. 
Easy to install, there is no need for additional hardware. The included monitor bracket is built to your 

or to any standard VESA display.

LCD INDOOR ENCLOSURE
DESCRIPTIONLANDSCAPE MODE

Dustproof security enclosure with fan for  LCD monitor 19" to 21", VESA

FR-LCD-17

FR-LCD-20

Dustproof security enclosure with fan for  LCD monitor 15" to 17", VESA

Wall mount for FR-LCD-17/20 / FR-LCD-P17/20FSM-LCD-20

Ceiling mount for FR-LCD-17/20 / FR-LCD-P17/20FSP-LCD-20

Dustproof security enclosure with fan for  LCD monitor 32", VESAFR-LCD-32

Dustproof security enclosure with fan for  LCD monitor 37", VESAFR-LCD-37

Dustproof security enclosure with fan for  LCD monitor  40", VESAFR-LCD-40

Dustproof security enclosure with fan for  LCD monitor 42", VESAFR-LCD-42

Dustproof security enclosure with fan for  LCD monitor  46", VESAFR-LCD-46

Dustproof security enclosure with fan for  LCD monitor  47", VESAFR-LCD-47

Dustproof security enclosure with fan for  LCD monitor  60", VESAFR-LCD-60

Dustproof security enclosure with fan for  LCD monitor  65", VESAFR-LCD-65

Dustproof security enclosure with fan for  LCD monitor 50", VESAFR-LCD-50

Dustproof security enclosure with fan for  LCD monitor  55", VESAFR-LCD-55

Wall mount for FR-LCD / FR-LCD-PFSM-ENCO

Wall/ceiling mount for FR-LCD / FR-LCD-PFSP-ENCO

Pedestal base for FR-LCD / FR-LCD-PFSPED-LCD

FR-LCD-P17

FR-LCD-P20

FSM-LCD-P20

FSP-LCD-P20

FR-LCD-P32

FR-LCD-P37

FR-LCD-P40

FR-LCD-P42

FR-LCD-P46

FR-LCD-P47

FR-LCD-P60

FR-LCD-P65

FR-LCD-P50

FR-LCD-P55

FSM-ENCO-P

FSP-ENCO-P

FSPED-LCD-P

PORTRAIT MODE

Features
- Polycarbonate window 
- Built-in monitor and CPU mounts 
- Compatible with any monitor  
- Integrated power supply 

Colors
- Black, grey or white
- Custom colors upon request



FRI-LCD OUTDOOR INSULATED



 

The FRI-LCD series of outdoor enclosures provides protection against theft, vandalism and extreme weather. 
The unique insulated aluminium construction allows monitor operation in temperatures ranging from 
-40°C/-40°F to 40°C/104°F on models equipped with a heater. The abrasion resistant polycarbonate window 
keeps the screen safe. Vents and two thermostatic blowers keep the enclosure condensation free. Easy to 
install, there is no need for additional hardware. The included monitor bracket is built to your monitor’s specs. 
We have a complete line of display mounts but the enclosure can be installed to any standard VESA display.

Features
- Excellent outdoor protection, NEMA 4X 
- Ventilated 
- Polycarbonate window 
- Built-in monitor and CPU mounts 
- Compatible with any monitor 

Colors
- Black, grey or white
- Custom colors upon request

LCD OUTDOOR INSULATED ENCLOSURE 
DESCRIPTION

FRI-LCD-17 Environmental enclosure with fan for 15"/17" monitor , VESA

Environmental enclosure with fan for19"/21" monitor , VESA

FRI-LCD-17(H)

FRI-LCD-20

Environmental enclosure with fan/heater for 15"/17" monitor , VESA

Environmental enclosure with fan/heater for  19"/21" monitor , VESAFRI-LCD-20(H)

Environmental enclosure with fan for22"/24" monitor , VESAFRI-LCD-24

Environmental enclosure with fan/heater for22"/24" monitor , VESAFRI-LCD-24(H)

Environmental enclosure with fans for 32" monitor , VESAFRI-LCD-32

Environmental enclosure with fans/heater for 32" monitor , VESAFRI-LCD-32(H)

Environmental enclosure with fans for 37" monitor , VESAFRI-LCD-37

Environmental enclosure with fans/heater for 37" monitor , VESAFRI-LCD-37(H)

Environmental enclosure with fans for 40"/42" monitor , VESAFRI-LCD-42

Environmental enclosure with fans/heater for 40"/42" monitor , VESAFRI-LCD-42(H)

Environmental enclosure with fans for 60" monitor , VESAFRI-LCD-60

Environmental enclosure with fans/heater for 60" monitor , VESAFRI-LCD-60(H)

Environmental enclosure with fans for 65" monitor , VESAFRI-LCD-65

Environmental enclosure with fans/heater for 65" monitor , VESAFRI-LCD-65(H)

Environmental enclosure with fans for 70" monitor , VESAFRI-LCD-70

Environmental enclosure with fans/heater for 70" monitor , VESAFRI-LCD-70(H)

Environmental enclosure with fans for 85" monitor , VESAFRI-LCD-85

Environmental enclosure with fans/heater for 85" monitor , VESAFRI-LCD-85(H)

Environmental enclosure with fans for 46"/50" monitor , VESAFRI-LCD-50

Environmental enclosure with fans/heater for 46"/50" monitor , VESAFRI-LCD-50(H)

Wall mount for FRI-LCD / FRI-LCD-PFSM-LCD

Wall/ceiling mount for FRI-LCD / FRI-LCD-PFSMP-LCD

Pedestal base for FRI-LCD / FRI-LCD-PFSPED-LCD

Pole mount for FRI-LCD / FRI-LCD-PFSA-LCD

FRI-LCD-P17

FRI-LCD-P17(H)

FRI-LCD-P20

FRI-LCD-P20(H)

FRI-LCD-P24

FRI-LCD-P24(H)

FRI-LCD-P32

FRI-LCD-P32(H)

FRI-LCD-P37

FRI-LCD-P37(H)

FRI-LCD-P42

FRI-LCD-P42(H)

FRI-LCD-P60

FRI-LCD-P60(H)

FRI-LCD-P65

FRI-LCD-P65(H)

FRI-LCD-P70

FRI-LCD-P70(H)

FRI-LCD-P85

FRI-LCD-P85(H)

FRI-LCD-P50

FRI-LCD-P50(H)

FSM-LCD-P

FSMP-LCD-P

FSPED-LCD-P

FSA-LCD-P

Wall mount for FRI-LCD-17/20 / FRI-LCD-P17/20FSM-LCD-20

Ceiling mount for FRI-LCD-17/20 / FRI-LCD-P17/20FSP-LCD-20

FSM-LCD-P20

FSP-LCD-P20

LANDSCAPE ORIENTATION PORTRAIT ORIENTATION



FRI-HBLCD HIGH BRIGHTNESS OUTDOOR



 

The FRI-HBLCD series of outdoor enclosures have been specifically designed for high brightness monitors which generate a high 
amount of heat and require additional cooling and ventilation.  This series provides protection against vandalism, dirt/dust, 
humidity and extreme temperatures. (-40C/-40F to 40C/104F). The enclosures are supplied with internal monitor mounting 
bracket and the enclosures can be mounted with a variety of optional mounting system. The front cover is removable for easing 
access to the monitor and other internal hardware.  Each enclosure is custom designed and built for your specific monitor.

LCD OUTDOOR INSULATED ENCLOSURE 
DESCRIPTION

FRI-HBLCD-L46 Environmental enclosure with fan for 46" monitor , VESA

Environmental enclosure with fan for 47" monitor , VESA

FRI-HBLCD-L46(H)

FRI-HBLCD-L47

Environmental enclosure with fan/heater for 46" monitor , VESA

Environmental enclosure with fan/heater for  47" monitor , VESAFRI-HBLCD-L47(H)

Environmental enclosure with fan for 50" monitor , VESAFRI-HBLCD-L50

Environmental enclosure with fan/heater for 50" monitor , VESAFRI-HBLCD-50(H)

Environmental enclosure with fans for 55" monitor , VESAFRI-HBLCD-55

Environmental enclosure with fans/heater for 55" monitor , VESAFRI-HBLCD-55(H)

Environmental enclosure with fans for 65" monitor , VESAFRI-HBLCD-65

Environmental enclosure with fans/heater for 65" monitor , VESAFRI-HBLCD-65(H)

Environmental enclosure with fans for 70" monitor , VESAFRI-HBLCD-70

Environmental enclosure with fans/heater for 70" monitor , VESAFRI-HBLCD-70(H)

FRI-HBLCD-P46

FRI-HBLCD-P46(H)

FRI-HBLCD-P47

FRI-HBLCD-P47(H)

FRI-HBLCD-P50

FRI-HBLCD-P50(H)

FRI-HBLCD-P55

FRI-LCD-P55(H)

FRI-HBLCD-P65

FRI-HBLCD-P65(H)

FRI-HBLCD-P70

FRI-HBLCD-P70(H)

Environmental enclosure with fans for 84" monitor , VESAFRI-HBLCD-84

Environmental enclosure with fans/heater for 84" monitor , VESAFRI-HBLCD-84(H)

FRI-HBLCD-P84

FRI-HBLCD-P84(H)

LANDSCAPE ORIENTATION PORTRAIT ORIENTATION

Features
- Ruggedly built (NEMA4X)
- Extra air circulation (intake/exhaust)
- Optional heater
- Safety glass window
- Built in monitor and CPU mounts
- Standard colours: grey-black-white
- Custom colours on request
- Stainless steel faceplate for cover
- Multiple Mounting Options
- Custom built to monitor specs

Colors
- Black, grey or white
- Custom colors upon request



FR-K10, FRD-K10( DUAL SIDE ) INDOOR

FRI-K10, FRID-K10( DUAL SIDE ) OUTDOOR

FRI-HBK10, FRID-HBK10( DUAL SIDE ) HIGH BRIGHTNESS,



 

The FRD-K10 of indoor and FRI-K10 of outdoor kiosks enclosures allows single and double (back to back) 
display of monitors. Ideal for larger screens, it provides protection against theft, vandalism and weather. Its 
thermostatic fans ensure controlled temperature and no condensation. The included monitor bracket is 
built to your monitor's specs, ensuring perfect fit. Sturdy aluminium construction along with clean lines 
makes it a very versatile kiosk. 

Features
- Double (Back to back) display available 
- Polycarbonate window 
- Touch compatible 
- Built-in monitor and CPU mounts 
- Compatible with any monitor 
- Ventilated 

Colors
- Black, grey or white
- Custom colors upon request

  INDOOR KIOSK SERIES
DESCRIPTIONLANDSCAPE ORIENTATION

Pedestal for indoor kiosk for 32" monitorFR-K10-L32

Pedestal for indoor kiosk for 37" monitorFR-K10-L37

Pedestal for indoor kiosk for 40" monitorFR-K10-L40

Pedestal for indoor kiosk for 42" monitorFR-K10-L42

Pedestal for indoor kiosk for 46" monitorFR-K10-L46

Pedestal for indoor kiosk for 47" monitorFR-K10-L47

Pedestal for indoor kiosk for 60" monitorFR-K10-L60

Pedestal for indoor kiosk for 65" monitorFR-K10-L65

Pedestal for indoor kiosk for 50" monitorFR-K10-L50

Pedestal for indoor kiosk for 55" monitorFR-K10-L55

FR-K10-P32

FR-K10-P37

FR-K10-P40

FR-K10-P42

FR-K10-P46

FR-K10-P47

FR-K10-P60

FR-K10-P65

  Pedestal for indoor kiosk for 70" monitorFR-K10-L70 FR-K10-P70

FR-K10-P50

FR-K10-P55

PORTRAIT ORIENTATION

DUAL SIDE FOR OUTDOOR KIOSK SERIES
DESCRIPTIONLANDSCAPE ORIENTATION

Pedestal dual side for outdoor kiosk for 32" monitorFRID-K10-L32

Pedestal dual side for outdoor kiosk for 37" monitorFRID-K10-L37

Pedestal dual side for outdoor  kiosk for 40" monitorFRID-K10-L40

Pedestal dual side for outdoor  kiosk for 42" monitorFRID-K10-L42

Pedestal dual side for outdoor  kiosk for 46" monitorFRID-K10-L46

Pedestal dual side for outdoor  kiosk for 47" monitorFRID-K10-L47

Pedestal dual side for outdoor  kiosk for 60" monitorFRID-K10-L60

Pedestal dual side for outdoor  kiosk for 65" monitorFRID-K10-L65

Pedestal dual side for outdoor  kiosk for 50" monitorFRID-K10-L50

Pedestal dual side for outdoor  kiosk for 55" monitorFRID-K10-L55

FRID-K10-P32

FRID-K10-P37

FRID-K10-P40

FRID-K10-P42

FRID-K10-P46

FRID-K10-P47

FRID-K10-P60

FRID-K10-P65

Pedestal dual side for outdoor  kiosk for 70" monitorFRID-K10-L70 FRID-K10-P70

FRID-K10-P50

FRID-K10-P55

PORTRAIT ORIENTATION

 

DUAL SIDE FOR INDOOR KIOSK SERIES
DESCRIPTIONLANDSCAPE ORIENTATION

Pedestal dual side for indoor kiosk for 32" monitorFRD-K10-L32

Pedestal dual side for indoor kiosk for 37" monitorFRD-K10-L37

Pedestal dual side for indoor  kiosk for 40" monitorFRD-K10-L40

Pedestal dual side for indoor  kiosk for 42" monitorFRD-K10-L42

Pedestal dual side for indoor  kiosk for 46" monitorFRD-K10-L46

Pedestal dual side for indoor  kiosk for 47" monitorFRD-K10-L47

Pedestal dual side for indoor  kiosk for 60" monitorFRD-K10-L60

Pedestal dual side for indoor  kiosk for 65" monitorFRD-K10-L65

Pedestal dual side for indoor  kiosk for 50" monitorFRD-K10-L50

Pedestal dual side for indoor  kiosk for 55" monitorFRD-K10-L55

FRD-K10-P32

FRD-K10-P37

FRD-K10-P40

FRD-K10-P42

FRD-K10-P46

FRD-K10-P47

FRD-K10-P60

FRD-K10-P65

Pedestal dual side for indoor  kiosk for 70" monitorFRD-K10-L70 FRD-K10-P70

FRD-K10-P50

FRD-K10-P55

PORTRAIT ORIENTATION

 

HIGH BRIGHTNESS OUTDOOR KIOSK SERIES
DESCRIPTIONLANDSCAPE ORIENTATION

Pedestal high brightness outdoor kiosk for 32" monitorFRI-HBK10-L32

Pedestal high brightness outdoor kiosk for 37" monitorFRI-HBK10-L37

Pedestal high brightness outdoor  kiosk for 40" monitorFRI-HBK10-L40

Pedestal high brightness outdoor  kiosk for 42" monitorFRI-HBK10-L42

Pedestal high brightness outdoor  kiosk for 46" monitorFRI-HBK10-L46

Pedestal high brightness outdoor  kiosk for 47" monitorFRI-HBK10-L47

Pedestal high brightness outdoor  kiosk for 60" monitorFRI-HBK10-L60

Pedestal high brightness outdoor  kiosk for 65" monitorFRI-HBK10-L65

Pedestal high brightness outdoor  kiosk for 50" monitorFRI-HBK10-L50

Pedestal high brightness outdoor  kiosk for 55" monitorFRI-HBK10-L55

FRI-HBK10-P32

FRI-HBK10-P37

FRI-HBK10-P40

FRI-HBK10-P42

FRI-HBK10-P46

FRI-HBK10-P47

FRI-HBK10-P60

FRI-HBK10-P65

Pedestal high brightness outdoor  kiosk for 70" monitorFRI-HBK10-L70 FRI-HBK10-P70

FRI-HBK10-P50

FRI-HBK10-P55

PORTRAIT ORIENTATION

 
DUAL SIDE FOR HIGH BRIGHTNESS OUTDOOR KIOSK SERIES

DESCRIPTIONLANDSCAPE ORIENTATION

Pedestal dual side for high brightness outdoor kiosk for 32" monitorFRID-HBK10-L32

Pedestal dual side for high brightness outdoor kiosk for 37" monitorFRID-HBK10-L37

Pedestal dual side for high brightness outdoor  kiosk for 40" monitorFRID-HBK10-L40

Pedestal dual side for high brightness outdoor  kiosk for 42" monitorFRID-HBK10-L42

Pedestal dual side for high brightness outdoor  kiosk for 46" monitorFRID-HBK10-L46

Pedestal dual side for high brightness outdoor  kiosk for 47" monitorFRID-HBK10-L47

Pedestal dual side for high brightness outdoor  kiosk for 60" monitorFRID-HBK10-L60

Pedestal dual side for high brightness outdoor  kiosk for 65" monitorFRID-HBK10-L65

Pedestal dual side for high brightness outdoor  kiosk for 50" monitorFRID-HBK10-L50

Pedestal dual side for high brightness outdoor  kiosk for 55" monitorFRID-HBK10-L55

FRID-HBK10-P32

FRID-HBK10-P37

FRID-HBK10-P40

FRID-HBK10-P42

FRID-HBK10-P46

FRID-HBK10-P47

FRID-HBK10-P60

FRID-HBK10-P65

Pedestal dual side for high brightness outdoor  kiosk for 70" monitorFRID-HBK10-L70 FRID-HBK10-P70

FRID-HBK10-P50

FRID-HBK10-P55

PORTRAIT ORIENTATION

 

OUTDOOR KIOSK SERIES
DESCRIPTIONANDSCAPE ORIENTATION

Pedestal outdoor kiosk for 32" monitorFRI-K10-L32

Pedestal outdoor kiosk for 37" monitorFRI-K10-L37

Pedestal outdoor  kiosk for 40" monitorFRI-K10-L40

Pedestal outdoor  kiosk for 42" monitorFRI-K10-L42

Pedestal outdoor  kiosk for 46" monitorFRI-K10-L46

Pedestal outdoor  kiosk for 47" monitorFRI-K10-L47

Pedestal outdoor  kiosk for 60" monitorFRI-K10-L60

Pedestal outdoor  kiosk for 65" monitorFRI-K10-L65

Pedestal outdoor  kiosk for 50" monitorFRI-K10-L50

Pedestal outdoor  kiosk for 55" monitorFRI-K10-L55

FRI-K10-P32

FRI-K10-P37

FRI-K10-P40

FRI-K10-P42

FRI-K10-P46

FRI-K10-P47

FRI-K10-P60

FRI-K10-P65

Pedestal outdoor  kiosk for 70" monitorFRI-K10-L70 FRI-K10-P70

FRI-K10-P50

FRI-K10-P55

PORTRAIT ORIENTATION



FR-K11  INDOOR



 

The FR-K11 series of indoor kiosks provides stylish display and protection. Ideal for larger screens with its 
emphasis on aesthetics; it fits perfectly in every environment. It has no visible screws, fans or hinges for a thin 
and streamlined look. The sturdy kiosk is made of aluminium with an optional stainless steel faceplate and 
features a polycarbonate window. It is vented and equipped with a fan for proper air circulation. The 
included monitor bracket is built to your monitor’s specs, ensuring the perfect fit.

INDOOR KIOSK SERIES
DESCRIPTIONLANDSCAPE ORIENTATION

Pedestal indoor kiosk for 32" monitorFR-K11-L32

Pedestal indoor kiosk for 37" monitorFR-K11-L37

Pedestal indoor kiosk for 40" monitorFR-K11-L40

Pedestal indoor kiosk for 42" monitorFR-K11-L42

Pedestal indoor kiosk for 46" monitorFR-K11-L46

Pedestal indoor kiosk for 47" monitorFR-K11-L47

Pedestal indoor kiosk for 60" monitorFR-K11-L60

Pedestal indoor kiosk for 65" monitorFR-K11-L65

Pedestal indoor kiosk for 50" monitorFR-K11-L50

Pedestal indoor kiosk for 55" monitorFR-K11-L55

FR-K11-P32

FR-K11-P37

FR-K11-P40

FR-K11-P42

FR-K11-P46

FR-K11-P47

FR-K11-P60

FR-K11-P65

Pedestal indoor kiosk for 70" monitorFR-K11-L70 FR-K11-P70

FR-K11-P50

FR-K11-P55

PORTRAIT ORIENTATION

Features
- Streamlined, thin look 
- Polycarbonate window 
- Touch compatible 
- Built-in monitor and CPU mounts 
- Compatible with any monitor 
- Ventilated
- Optional stainless steel faceplate
- Optional base plate

Colors
- Black, grey or white
- Custom colors upon request



FR-K15  INDOOR



 

The FR-K15 series of indoor kiosks are both stylish (with an emphasis on aesthetics) and secure with the 
protective polycarbonate window and no visible security screws. These sturdy kiosks are fabricated with an 
aluminum body and stainless steel rounded side panels ( optional stainless steel faceplate and custom 
colours). They allow for adequate air circulation with proper venting and quality grade fans to keep the 
monitors operating in suitable conditions. The included monitor mounting bracket is designed to fit the 
specific monitor being used to assure a proper fit. The kiosk can be securely mounted to the floor with the 
supplied floor mount plate and cut outs are supplied to install various required cables but if the kiosk is 
required to be moved you can add the optional free standing base plate.

INDOOR KIOSK SERIES
DESCRIPTIONLANDSCAPE ORIENTATION

Pedestal indoor kiosk for 32" monitorFR-K15-L32

Pedestal indoor kiosk for 37" monitorFR-K15-L37

Pedestal indoor kiosk for 40" monitorFR-K15-L40

Pedestal indoor kiosk for 42" monitorFR-K15-L42

Pedestal indoor kiosk for 46" monitorFR-K15-L46

Pedestal indoor kiosk for 47" monitorFR-K15-L47

Pedestal indoor kiosk for 60" monitorFR-K15-L60

Pedestal indoor kiosk for 65" monitorFR-K15-L65

Pedestal indoor kiosk for 50" monitorFR-K15-L50

Pedestal indoor kiosk for 55" monitorFR-K15-L55

FR-K15-P32

FR-K15-P37

FR-K15-P40

FR-K15-P42

FR-K15-P46

FR-K15-P47

FR-K15-P60

FR-K15-P65

Pedestal indoor kiosk for 70" monitorFR-K15-L70 FR-K15-P70

FR-K15-P50

FR-K15-P55

PORTRAIT ORIENTATION

Features Colors
- Black, grey or white
- C
- Optional stainless steel face 

ustom colors upon request
- Streamlined design                                                                              
- Portrait or Landscape                                                                           
- Compatible with monitors (32”-70”) place                                                  
- Customized for touch monitors and overlays
- Optional mounts for small form factor media players



FR-K30 INDOOR



 

The FR-K30 series of indoor kiosks provides stylish display and protection against vandalism. The stable 
pedestal base gives easy access to contents while housing your small computer or any other hardware. The 
sturdy kiosk is made of aluminium with a stainless steel faceplate and features an abrasion resistant 
polycarbonate window. It is vented and equipped with a fan for proper air circulation. The included monitor 

INDOOR KIOSK SERIES ( LANDSCAPE ORIENTATION)

DESCRIPTIONLANDSCAPE ORIENTATION

FR-K30-L15 Indoor kiosk for 15" monitor

Indoor kiosk for 20" monitor

FR-K30-L17

FR-K30-L20

Indoor kiosk for 17" monitor

Indoor kiosk for 24" monitorFR-K30-L24

Indoor kiosk for 32" monitorFR-K30-L32

Indoor kiosk for 40" monitorFR-K30-L40

Indoor kiosk for 42" monitorFR-K30-L42

Indoor kiosk for 46" monitorFR-K30-L46

Indoor kiosk for 55" monitorFR-K30-L55

Indoor kiosk for 50" monitorFR-K30-L50

INDOOR KIOSK SERIES ( PORTRAIT ORIENTATION)

DESCRIPTION

Indoor kiosk for 15" monitor  

Indoor kiosk for 20" monitor

Indoor kiosk for 17" monitor

Indoor kiosk for 24" monitor

FR-K30-P15

FR-K30-P17

FR-K30-P20

FR-K30-P24

Indoor kiosk for 32" monitorFR-K30-P32

PORTRAIT ORIENTATION

Features
- Touch compatible 
- Ventilated 
- Built-in monitor and CPU mounts 
- Compatible with any monitor 
- Integrated power supply 
- Stainless steel faceplate

Colors
- Black, grey or white
- Custom colors upon request



FR-K35  INDOOR



 

INDOOR KIOSK SERIES
DESCRIPTIONLANDSCAPE ORIENTATION

Pedestal indoor kiosk for 15" monitorFR-K35-L15

Pedestal indoor kiosk for 17" monitorFR-K35-L17

Pedestal indoor kiosk for 20" monitorFR-K35-L20

Pedestal indoor kiosk for 24" monitorFR-K35-L24

Pedestal indoor kiosk for 32" monitorFR-K35-L32

Pedestal indoor kiosk for 40" monitorFR-K35-L40

Pedestal indoor kiosk for 50" monitorFR-K35-L50

Pedestal indoor kiosk for 55" monitorFR-K35-L55

Pedestal indoor kiosk for 42" monitorFR-K35-L42

Pedestal indoor kiosk for 46" monitorFR-K35-L46

FR-K35-P15

FR-K35-P17

FR-K35-P20

FR-K35-P24

FR-K35-P32

Pedestal indoor kiosk for 65" monitorFR-K35-L65

Pedestal indoor kiosk for 70" monitorFR-K35-L70

PORTRAIT ORIENTATION

security from vandalism. The stable pedestal base allows for easy access to your enclosed small form factor 
PC/media player or other hardware.  These sturdy kiosks are fabricated with an aluminum body and 
stainless steel rounded side panels (optional stainless steel faceplate and custom colours).  The kiosks are 
vented and equipped with a fan for proper air circulation.  The included internal monitor bracket is built to 

Features
- Streamlined design                                                                              
- Portrait or Landscape                                                                           
- Compatible with monitors (15”-70”)                                                   
- Customized for touch monitors and overlays
- Free standing base plate is included
- Optional mounts for small form factor media players

Colors
- Black, grey or white
- C
- Optional stainless steel face place

ustom colors upon request



FR-K50 INDOOR



 

The FR-K50 series of indoor kiosks provides stylish display and protection for smaller screens. The stable 
pedestal base gives easy access to contents while housing your small computer or any other hardware. The 
sturdy kiosk is made of aluminium with a stainless steel faceplate and features an abrasion resistant 
polycarbonate window. It is vented and equipped with a fan for proper air circulation. The included monitor 

INDOOR KIOSK SERIES ( LANDSCAPE ORIENTATION)

DESCRIPTION

FR-K50-L17 Indoor kiosk for 17" monitor 

Indoor kiosk for 20" monitor 

FR-K50-L19

FR-K50-L20

Indoor kiosk for 19" monitor 

Indoor kiosk for 22" monitor FR-K50-L22

Indoor kiosk for 32" monitor FR-K50-L32

INDOOR KIOSK SERIES ( PORTRAIT ORIENTATION)

DESCRIPTION

Indoor kiosk for 17" monitor 

Indoor kiosk for 20" monitor 

Indoor kiosk for 19" monitor 

Indoor kiosk for 22" monitor 

FR-K50-P17

FR-K50-P19

FR-K50-P20

FR-K50-P22

Indoor kiosk for 32" monitor FR-K50-P32

Features
- Touch compatible 
- Built-in monitor and CPU mounts 
- Compatible with any monitor 
- Integrated power supply 
- Stainless steel faceplate

Colors
- Black, grey or white
- Custom colors upon request

LANDSCAPE ORIENTATION

PORTRAIT ORIENTATION



FR-K52 INDOOR



 

The stylish K-52 series of indoor kiosks are ideal for protecting (in public spaces) open frame or very slim 
monitors(32”-47”) in portrait mode. Non interactive monitors and capacitive touch overlays are protected by 
an abrasion resistant polycarbonate window. For other interactive (touch) monitors, the window is not 
included; but if required, many manufacturers can supply their touch monitors with safety glass. The sturdy 
aluminum construction and quality internal fans assure the monitors are kept at suggested operating 
temperatures. The pedestal base (with supplied bracket) can house your pc/media player and all equipment
can be connected to the internal power bar. As with all Batko enclosures and kiosks……Batko can be built to 
fit any brand of monitor and accommodate a variety of touch technologies. The kiosk can be custom 
coloured and supplied with a stainless steel faceplate. The K-52 kiosk is both stylish and secure and will be a 
great way to showcase your information.

Colors
- Black, grey or white
- Custom colors upon request

INDOOR KIOSK SERIES ( PORTRAIT ORIENTATION)

DESCRIPTION

Indoor kiosk for 32" monitor 

Indoor kiosk for 46" monitor 

Indoor kiosk for 42" monitor 

FR-K52-P32

FR-K52-P42

Indoor kiosk for 47" monitor FR-K52-P47

FR-K52-P46

PORTRAIT ORIENTATION

FEATURES:
- Anti-vandal protection
- Internal air circulation
- Internal mounting brackets for monitors and media players
- Internal power bar
- Access to hardware
- External USB connectors
- Mounting base (permanent or temporary)
- Standard colours (black-grey-white)
- Optional colours and stainless steel faceplate 



FR-K55  INDOOR



 

The FR-K55 series of indoor wayfinding/information kiosks provides both a stylish design and functional 
security from vandalism. The stable pedestal base allows for easy access to your enclosed small form factor 
PC/media player or other hardware.  These sturdy kiosks are fabricated with an aluminum body and 
stainless steel rounded side panels (optional stainless steel faceplate and custom colours).  The kiosks are 
vented and equipped with a fan for proper air circulation.  The included internal monitor bracket is built to 
your monitor specifications, ensuring a proper fit.  

 INDOOR KIOSK SERIES ( LANDSCAPE ORIENTATION)

DESCRIPTIONLANDSCAPE ORIENTATION

FR-K55-L22 Indoor kiosk for 22" monitor

Indoor kiosk for 42" monitor

FR-K55-L32

FR-K55-L42

Indoor kiosk for 32" monitor

INDOOR KIOSK SERIES ( PORTRAIT ORIENTATION)

Indoor kiosk for 22" monitor  

Indoor kiosk for 42" monitor

Indoor kiosk for 32" monitor

FR-K55-P22

FR-K55-P32

FR-K55-P42

PORTRAIT ORIENTATION

Features
- Streamlined design                                                                              
- Portrait or Landscape                                                                           
- Compatible with monitors (22”-42”)                                                   
- Customized for touch monitors and overlays
- Free standing base plate is included
- Optional mounts for small form factor media players

Colors
- Black, grey or white
- C
- Optional stainless steel face place

ustom colors upon request



FRI-K90 OUTDOOR



 

The FRI-K90 series of outdoor kiosks provides easy access to contents and protection against theft, 
vandalism and extreme weather. The unique insulated aluminium construction allows monitor operation in 
temperatures ranging from -40°C/-40°F to 40°C/104°F on models equipped with a heater. The abrasion 
resistant polycarbonate window keeps the screen safe. Vents and two thermostatic blowers keep the kiosk 

OUTDOOR KIOSK SERIES
DESCRIPTION

Outdoor kiosk for 32" monitorFRI-K90-L32

Outdoor kiosk for 37" monitorFRI-K90-L37

Outdoor Kiosk for 40" monitorFRI-K90-L40

Outdoor Kiosk for 42" monitorFRI-K90-L42

Outdoor Kiosk for 46" monitorFRI-K90-L46

FRI-K90-L47

FRI-K90-L50

FRI-K90-L55

FRI-K90-L60

FRI-K90-L65

FRI-K90-L70

Outdoor Kiosk for 47" monitor

Outdoor Kiosk for 60" monitor

Outdoor Kiosk for 65" monitor

Outdoor Kiosk for 50" monitor

Outdoor Kiosk for 55" monitor

FRI-K90-P32

FRI-K90-P37

FRI-K90-P40

FRI-K90-P42

FRI-K90-P46

FRI-K90-P47

FRI-K90-P60

FRI-K90-P65

Outdoor Kiosk for 70" monitorFRI-K90-P70

FRI-K90-P50

FRI-K90-P55

Features
- Excellent outdoor protection, NEMA 4X
-  Ventilated
-  Polycarbonate window 
-  Built-in monitor and CPU mounts
-  Compatible with any monitor

Colors
- Black, grey or white
- Custom colors upon request

LANDSCAPE ORIENTATION PORTRAIT ORIENTATION



FR-T40 INDOOR



 

The FR-T40 series of interactive touch table enclosures is designed to provide appealing display, physical 
protection and easy access to horizontally mounted touch screens. The housing provides enough room for a 
media player and any other devices. Made of aluminium, these tables are strong yet light and can be 
customized to your needs, whether you want a faceplate, custom color or work area. The included monitor 

MULTI-TOUCH TABLE INDOOR SERIES 
DESCRIPTIONMODEL

FR-T40-32 Indoor table for 32" touch monitor

Indoor table for 40" touch monitor

FR-T40-37

FR-T40-40

Indoor table for 37" touch monitor

Indoor table for 42" touch monitorFR-T40-42

Indoor table for 46" touch monitorFR-T40-46

Indoor table for 47" touch monitor  

Indoor table for 55" touch monitor

Indoor table for 50" touch monitor

Indoor table for 60" touch monitor

FR-T40-47

FR-T40-50

FR-T40-55

FR-T40-60

Indoor table for 65" touch monitorFR-T40-65

Indoor table for 70" touch monitorFR-T40-70

 

Batko Interactive Table Enclosure Standard Sizes

Features
- Great way to display interactive content 
- Completely customizeable 
- Integrated power supply 
- Compatible with any monitor and CPU

Colors
- Black, grey or white 
- Custom colors upon request 



FR-VW, FRI-VW CUSTOM



 

The FR-VW series & FRI-VW series of videowall enclosures is designed to provide appealing display and 

requirements. We build enclosures that will ensure proper operation of your equipment and protect it from 
theft, vandalism and weather. Our great experience in a very wide range of applications makes us experts. 
Tell us what you need , we will provide a solution. 

Features
- Indoor or outdoor use 
- Touch compatible 
- Great way to display interactive content 
- Completely customizeable 
- Compatible with any brand of monitor and CPU 
- Excellent protection 
- Polycarbonate window 
- Vented and ventilated 
- Optional heater 

Colors
- Black, grey or white
- Custom colors upon request



FRI-PROJ OUTDOOR



 

The FRI-PROJ series of outdoor projector enclosures are built to withstand extreme weather, vandalism and 
theft. The double-wall aluminium construction is insulated and vented to ensure proper airflow. An optional 
heater keeps equipment safe from damage in cold temperatures. The filtered air inlet keeps bugs and dust 
outside, and the enclosure condensation-free. An abrasion resistant polycarbonate window enables great 
quality projection. Knockouts are located at the back and bottom of the cabinet for cable entry.

FRI-PROJ-191519 FRI-PROJ-191519H W19” X H15” X D19”

FRI-PROJ-221219 FRI-PROJ-221219H W22” X H12” X D19”

FRI-PROJ-242132 FRI-PROJ-242132H W24” X H21” X D32”

FRI-PROJ-281942 FRI-PROJ-281942H W28” X H19” X D42”

FRI-PROJ-2834522 FRI-PROJ-283452H W28” X H34” X D52”

FRI-PROJ-302052 FRI-PROJ-302052H W30” X H20” X D52”

FRI-PROJ-302448 FRI-PROJ-302448H W30” X H24” X D48”

FRI-PROJ-322421 FRI-PROJ-322421H W32” X H24” X D21”

ENCLOSURE
 WITH FANS

ENCLOSURE
 WITH FANS/HEATER

DIMENSIONS
W X H X D

Features
- Excellent outdoor protection, NEMA 4X 
- Condensation free 
- Slide-mounted projector mount for easy access 
- Compatible with any projector

Colors
- Black, grey or white 
- Custom colors upon request 



CUSTOM DESIGN

BATKO has been manufacturing protective enclosures since 1982. We are experts in designing and building 
custom housings for all your needs.
 

demand. Our personal approach ensures that nothing is laid aside. We are brand neutral, meaning we can work 
with any product. Everything is made with pride in our factory with quick production lead times. 

Our vast experience in protecting electronics of all kinds is a testament of quality, ranging from security cameras, 

weather, vandalism or simply need a streamlined way to restrain access to controls, our expertise will meet your 
requirements.

For more information, please visit our website www.batko.com 
or call 800-463-1455

485 Francois-Gignac, Portneuf, Qc.
Canada G0A 2Y0



Sales representative : ________________________ Contact: _____________________________

Dealer : __________________________________ Contact: _____________________________

End User : ________________________________  Contact: _____________________________

Shipping Address :  ________________________________________________________________________
(for freight est.)        ________________________________________________________________________

Tailgate required ? : Yes        No

Use :   Indoor  Outdoor

Heater : Yes No

Orientation:  Portrait Landscape

Monitor:  - make : _____________________________________________________________

 - model : ____________________________________________________________

Media player / PC:  - make : _____________________________________________________

 - model : ____________________________________________________

 - Touch monitor : Yes No

Mount :  Wall Ceiling Pole Flush to wall Self standing 

Color:  Black White Metallic grey

 Custom color : ________________________________________________________________

Stainless steel faceplate option : Yes No

Custom requirements : _____________________________________________________________________

Quantity : __________

Desired delivery date : ______________________________________________________________________

Requirements

(FR-ENCO, FRC-LCD-only) (KIOSKS)

Desired product : __________________________________________________________________________

ENCLOSURE & KIOSK SOLUTION CHART



INSIDE THE BOX

WWW.BATKO.COM


